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Ancient & Medieval History
Alexander the Great
by John Gunther 161 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

As a young man Alexander built an empire that extended
from Europe to Africa and on to the Himalayas. In his
quest to rule the world he brought Greek ideas to the lands
he conquered and changed the course of history forever.

Joan of Arc: Warrior Saint
by Jay Williams 127 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

From the remote village where she grew up to the bloody
battlefields at Orleans and Paris we follow this remarkable
young woman on a patriotic quest that would end with
her death at the stake.

Ben Franklin: Inventing America
by Thomas Flemming 179 PAGES  |  MAPS  |  INDEX

This remarkable patriot was a scientist, an athlete, an 
inventor, a writer, a statesman, a printer, a diplomat and a
philosopher. With charm, humor, and keen understanding
of human nature he guided the American colonies to 
independence and nationhood.

John Paul Jones: The Pirate Patriot
by Armstrong Ferry 163 PAGES  |  MAPS  |  INDEX

Called a pirate by the British and a patriot by the
Americans, John Paul Jones was an accused murderer, a
brilliant sailor, a hero, and the father of the American Navy.
Witness his rallying cry as his crippled ship Bonhomme
Richard sinks under him: “I have just begun to fight!”

The Swamp Fox of the Revolution
by Stewart H. Holbrook 139 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

Like ghosts, Frances Marion and his men appeared out of
the gloom of the swamps to attack the British Redcoats,
only to disappear as quickly as they came.

Jamestown: The Perilous Adventure
by Olga W. Hall-Quest 182 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

This detailed history of the first twelve years of the colony’s
existence, of Pocahontas and John Smith, of the colonists and
the Indians is a chronicle of courage, tragedy and adventure.
Newly fact-checked by members of National Park Service at
Jamestown.

Geronimo: Wolf of the Warpath
by Ralph Moody 185 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

Geronimo became a legend who was both feared and
respected. The slaughter of his village by white men when
he was young changed him from a peaceful Apache to a
bold warrior who eluded the soldiers of two nations for
more than twenty-five years.

Path to the Pacific: The Story of Sacagawea
by Neta Lohnes Frazier 177 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

From her kidnapping as a young girl to her journey with
Lewis and Clark, Sacagawea lived a most unusual life. Some
say she saved the expedition when by a remarkable coinci-
dence she secured horses for the journey westward.

Stampede for Gold: The Story of the Klondike Rush
by Pierre Berton 166 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

The story of the Klondike gold rush is one of the strangest
accounts of gold fever ever told. Tales of the California gold
rush of 1849 were still fresh when thousands of men rushed
to stake out claims in the Yukon.  They had not counted on
the severe mountain passes that protected the gold.

The Stout-Hearted Seven: Orphaned on the Oregon Trail
by Neta Lohnes Frazier 194 PAGES  |  MAP 

The true story of the seven Sager children who were
orphaned on the Oregon Trail. With great perseverance they
reached the safety of the Whitman Mission where they lived
for three years. In 1847 a bloody Indian massacre destroyed
their new family and the children were once again orphans.

George Washington: Frontier Colonel
by Sterling North 161 PAGES  |  MAPS  |  INDEX

Before he became our first President, George Washington
was a frontiersman. Meet him as a sixteen-year-old surveyor
in Virginia and on a mission with the British redcoats in
western Pennsylvania where he barely escaped a bloody
massacre.

Daniel Boone: The Opening of the Wilderness
by John Mason Brown 160 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

“More than a fresh life of Daniel Boone, this book gives a
vivid picture of the dangers of the frontier, Indian and
white treachery and massacres, and the struggle between the
English and French.”  — Library Journal  
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Lawrence of Arabia
by Alistair MacLean 163 PAGES  |  MAPS  |  INDEX

Young T. E. Lawrence fell in love with the mystery of Arabia
and helped build a mighty army out of scattered Arab tribes
to defeat the Turks in WWI. His goal: an independent Arab
state in the Middle East. This tale of high adventure and
betrayal is background to our current situation.

Admiral Richard Byrd: Alone in the Antarctic
by Paul Rink 181 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

Five years after his first expedition to the Antarctic, Byrd
was back, determined to collect weather data by spending
the long polar winter alone in a tiny hut buried in the ice.
Soon he realized the poisonous fumes from his stove were
killing him. Rescue was months away. Could he survive?

Amelia Earhart: Flying Solo
by John Burke 195 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

This is the penetrating story of a young woman born on the
Kansas frontier who willed herself to greatness. Breaking
barriers for women, she was the first to solo across the
Atlantic and from Honolulu to the Mainland. She lost her
last gamble to fly around the world in a two-engine plane.

Danger in the Desert
by Roger Cohen 178 PAGES  |  PHOTOS  |  MAP  |  INDEX

This is the true story of Roy Chapman Andrews, the 
man who some say was the inspiration for fictional 
character Indiana Jones. A daredevil scientist and explorer,
Andrews discovered the largest treasure trove of dinosaur
bones ever found.

Teddy Roosevelt: American Rough Rider
by John Garraty 166 PAGES  |  MAPS  |  PHOTOS  |  INDEX

Explorer, warrior, politician and diplomat, Theodore
Roosevelt was America’s most colorful President. From the
hardships of his youth and his renewal in the outdoors he
changed the course of the country’s history using his huge
personality and boundless energy. 

Battle in the Arctic Seas
by Theodore Taylor 182 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

Carrying vital supplies for the Allied forces, fifty merchant
ships leave Iceland and must get through deadly German
forces determined to stop them. Which of these helpless
and largely unarmed ships would be able to run the gaunt-
let of Nazi forces and make it safely to Archangel?

Pearl Harbor Attack
by Edwin P. Hoyt 123 PAGES  |  PHOTOS  |  MAPS  |  INDEX

The dramatic story of the sneak attack by the Japanese Navy on
the U.S. Naval Base in the Hawaiian Islands. In minutes the
U.S. Pacific fleet was all but destroyed and WWII began for the
our country. War correspondent Edwin P. Hoyt takes us from
the secret preparations in Japan to the flaming wreckage and
tragedy of Pearl Harbor.

Behind Enemy Lines: A Young Pilot’s Story
by H. R. DeMallie 179 PAGES  |  MAP

The remarkable story of a young B-17 pilot, who parachuted
into occupied Holland during WWII and was hidden by the
Dutch underground before being captured and sent to a
POW camp. He returns to Holland post-war for a reunion
with his saviors.

General George Patton: Old Blood and Guts
by Alden Hatch 195 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

As a child, Georgie rode his pony, memorized historic battles,
and prepared to be a cavalry officer. As a general with a
genius for tank warfare, he stormed across Europe and drove
into the heart of Nazi Germany. Fiercely determined, he is
considered one of the greatest military figures in history.

The Great Escape: Tunnel to Freedom
by Mike Meserole 200 PAGES  |  PHOTOS  |  MAPS  |  INDEX

Under the noses of their German guards, a group of Allied
airmen risked their lives by digging three long tunnels
under the prison walls. The plan called for 200 men to
escape and cause as much havoc behind enemy lines as pos-
sible. Could they do it?

Invasion: The Story of D-Day
by Bruce Bliven, Jr. 149 PAGES  |  MAP  |  PHOTOS  |  INDEX

The turning point of the Second World War depended on
the heroism and resourcefulness of many men whose names
have been lost to history. Bliven was on Omaha Beach and
tells the story of these men, the plans that went awry and
the soldiers who would not give up.

The Sinking of the Bismarck: The Deadly Hunt
by William Shirer 163 PAGES  |  MAPS  |  PHOTOS  |  INDEX  

The German battleship Bismarck was loose in the stormy
North Atlantic, with the potential to tip the balance of
World War II. This is the story of a brave and relentless
pursuit over two thousand miles of cold sea to the thrilling
climax of one of the greatest sea stories ever told.
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Lee and Grant at Appomattox
by MacKinlay Kantor 115 PAGES  |  MAP

Pulitzer Prize-winning author MacKinlay Kantor leads us
from the bloody battlefields of the Civil War to a small
farmhouse in the Virginia countryside where two great gen-
erals would come together and begin the process of healing
for a nation weary of war and killing.

The Barbary Pirates
by C. S. Forester 163 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

For hundreds of years, pirates along the coast of North
Africa had demanded tribute from vessels in their waters.
The new United States had no money to ransom Yankee
sailors rotting in African prisons. Provoked, the young
nation forged a navy to end the menace. 

America’s First Century World War II

Abraham Lincoln: Friend of the People
by Clara Ingram Judson 195 PAGES  |  MAP  |  INDEX

This Newbery Honor Book is a rich and satisfying biogra-
phy of the prairie president. Here is the real Lincoln—in his
gauntness, his gawkiness, and his greatness—the backwoods
boy who became President and saved the Union.
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